
A N T I Q U E  M I R R O R  P R E S E N T S



WELCOME
We dreamed of objects suspended in time between modern design and the

reflections of an ancient tradition. And so we started by synthesizing the handcrafted
creations of the antique mirror masters of Antique Mirror in pure contemporary
forms. We continued calling artists around us to give material and light to their

creativity. Now our dream has taken shape and life with the magic of objects that are
reflected in the elegance of your homes.

 

Dr. Massimo Borgna



OUR BRAND
By now you have understood where our name

Tatamama comes from. From the best known rhythm
of the drummers of the Palio di Siena. A tribute to our

land and our traditions.
 
 
 

introduction 



OUR MISSION
brand's goals

TUSCAN HEART GLOBAL VISION HONESTY & INTEGRITY

Italy, Tuscany, Siena... our heart
beats here and here we also took

inspiration for our name:
tatamama is the name given to

the beating of the drums that are
prepared for the Palio of Siena.

We are looking for designers of
all continents and we want to

enter homes all over the world. It
is not a marketing choice, but
our belief that beauty has no

boundaries.

The Company stands out for its
attention and respect for the

environment that surrounds it,
observing ecological regulations

and making use of renewable
energy.



COLLECTION
Home

Objects with elegant shapes enhance the
unique reflections of the materials. Choose
from the different colors to create
coordinated environments or combine
these creations with the style of your home.



For over forty years Antique Mirror has
been dedicated to researching and
creating special products in the world of
flat glass. All the slabs and mosaics are
produced in the Sovicille (Siena) plant with
the application of particular patented
procedures and with exquisitely
handcrafted techniques. 

Each product is similar but unique and
unrepeatable.

PRODUCTS
handcrafted 



DESIGNERS
collaboration with

Cristina Celestino
Marco Gavotto
Myriam Kuehne Rauner
Claudio Di Palma

Our Design Collection brings together all
the works of designers who wanted to
play with our materials. The encounter
between their talent and the passion for
mirrors has led to the creation of unique
and unrepeatable objects.

We present them to you:



Myriam
EXHIBITION



OUR SHOPS
If you are a private individual you can buy our home design products online

on our website www.tatamama.it. If you are a company and you need a
quote or information, do not hesitate to contact us. Numerous collaborations

have been born over the years with hotel chains, restaurants and concept
stores, which have helped us to grow and improve.

Discover



Località La Macchia – via Umbria 5
53018 Sovicille (SI) – Italia

info@tatamama.it | Tel. +39 0577 314479
www.tatamama.it

CONTACT USto receive the catalog


